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INAUGURAL 

Jcnathm Rhoads, John Whitshead, Mel!Cers of the Co~oration and Board, 

fellow Presidents, fellow members of 't.'le faculty, fallow :~:embers of ":he 

administration and staff, students, alumni, and friends. . . ~ -

Schoars being the creatures they are, hav. not hesi ta~ed ~o analyze ~!le 

presidantial inaugural. One study suggests tha~ every inaugural eon~ains a~ 

l•ast three themes. The firs~ b allegedly a. request for fi:la.neial su~~ort. 

Let me hasten to add that is a t:'adition which I'm n:ore than ~~n t o abandon 
( """-
· ~ on tbi.s occasion - not out of eOIIJ!).laeency, but out of e.ourte:s1. T":le . seeond 

theme which is said to ex!st in eVer] inaugural is a s~a~ement of 'the lack of 

wo~hiness of the ineomi:lg president for the job whic:h has been ~hru.st Ui)on him 

ar her. This being an institution in the Quaker tradition~ I will, in the 

lawyitr 's terminology, take that as a ease of res !.osa log,ui tu.r. 

The t.'lird rep~t·~ theme in avery inaugural is the praise of predecessors • 

If this in soma way is thought to be inappropriate - as t!le study hints - let 

me say a.t once I intend to follow· the tradition, not out of c:cur'tesy but out 
. . 

of a tremendous sense of' debt to earller presidents • I'm especially flattered 

that Archibald Ma.ei:ltosh, Gilbert White and Hugh Borton have all done the 

College the honor of attending this inaugural. 

It is rtrJ ~artiCular 'leasure ,however, to<!ay, to t!'lanlc mJ two immediate 

~ d ~-:i.£r pre eeessors M<IIJ~ all t.'ley have ac:."lieved. 
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Jack Coleman brought this College from an institution of 575 students to an 

institution of . 900 • I know tbia." in so• areaa caused concern, and · 

doubt. AIJ an outsider coming in and looking at that achievement, it !a a 

truly remarkable one, for it wu done without sacrificing Haverford 'a basic 

traditions. · For that alone Jaclc deserves enormous ~raise and thanks • 

..Anyone, however , who led· a college during the ·late sixties and early 

seventies also deserves praise and gratitude from all constituencies merely 

for surviving. Yet Jack not only presided over the College with distinction 

and enthusiasm, ~ut he presided in a way which enabled Haverford to surmount 

the trauma and drama of that pel'iod, while setting a national standard of 

commitment and concem for affairs of State, a :~oncern which I suspect none of 

his successors will be able to emulate. For these and other reasons we ·all owe 

Jack Coleman a great debt of thanks. ----· . . 

. Steve Cary, taJCing on the presidency as be did at a time when the crisis on ! 

campus was of a different •ariety, equally deserves all OUI" ~~s • 

Already as Vice-President he had made tremendous progress in re-organizing 

the day-to-day financing as well as long-term fund-raising of the College. It 

was as president, however, that he perhaps made his most lasting contrih~ion. 

His restatement of Haverford's traditions, prin~iples and purposes, his concern 

for education in the broadest sense, his concern with caring, his sense 

. . .. . - - .. - - . . . . - . . - - - - - - . . - ·-·· -
of the value of both dissent and decorum, have earned him our lasting affection. 

His continued presence_ as an integral part · of· the administration • is an assUJ!'ance 

that these strengths will prospel' in what I trust will be a period of axe! tement 

for Haverford ~ 

I think that confidence in the period ahead is justified for many reasons • 

Haverford has been a ·superbly fO!'tUDate . an~ successful institution - in the 

.· 
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excellence of its faculty, the ·quall'o/ of its atudent ·: body, the loyalty of ita 

staff, the devotion of its alum!, 11nd th'e stewardship of its Board of Managers . 

Yet none of WI dare be complacent. The world in which we shall operate over 

the next decades - both intemationally and nationally - will be very differe11t 

than the one we h&Ye known . 

~The war in Vietnam showed that the United States was neither omnipotent nor 

omicompetent . The power of OPEC and our inability to develop an energy policy, 

our apparent inabill ty to curb inflation • the increasing imbalance in our balance 

of payments, the fact that the growth of GNP is now below the level of many other 
/ 

industrialized nations - all refleCted in the current weakness of the do1lar -

will mean that in decad8s ahead we shall 11 ve in a very different national and 

international society. Internationally we shall be less able to make \milateral 

judgments and decisions as we move into a more interdependent world; while 
I 

nationally we shall have to live with a more static economy and make decisions -
• 

whether through the market-place or through a re~lated economy - with a Ca%'8fui co1 

about the finite nature of our resources which has been alien to the American 

character for the last two hundred years . 

All this I admit sounds gloomy • yet it should be regarded ·much more as a 

. challenge - a challenge both to ·the persons · going out into this new environment 

and, more immediately, a challenge for those of us concerned with higher education 
/ 

to equip the next generations of studen~ with the skills and lcnowled~e , and an 

ability to make decisions • to enable those students to face a society which will 

be dramatically different· :from the one we or our ancestors have known. 
! -

Facsd with those -pressUNs • there is a stroog temptation to say that the 

answer should be pre-professional training for all at. ·the undergraduate level •. . . 

We do not need massive · empirical studies to show that ewer the last few years the 

pressure toward professionalism has become illcreaaingly strong in higher education . 
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or pre-something. 

Nor does one have to look f~ for the economic pressures stimulating 'these 

· developments. Not only is our society facing very different · challenges • but 

the mark~t into which our students emerge is increasingly competitive. Nationally • 

we gradua:ed three times as many liberal arts students last summer as we did in 

the summer of 1953. In a certain sense one could say we graduated five times 

as many liberal arts students as we did "twenty-five years earlier, because in 

1953 it was assumed that the majority of women degree holders would not enter the 

work· force at least in any meaningful full-time way . Today, ·the presumpt.ion has 

been Nversed . Having five times as many liberal ·arts graduates today,- the kind 

of neat ~mpll~t assumpticma that existed in the mid '50's that for every liberal 

arts graduate theN' would be, in some way, in our society, a niche, has evaporated. 

~ With this change, it is little wonder 'that the pressure ·-to develop much more 

professionalized courses ia enormous. · With the other social and economic changes 

in society, 'that pressure is irrationally aggravated. 
. ... . ... . . . 

To some extent, higher education and the liberal arts in general have brought 

the problems on 'themelves. Studies showing that graduates earn more than non-
. . 

graduates have been answered by popular studies questioning the economic advantage 

of attending college.. I would urge that 'the battle is misconceived. To put it 

mildly, we have sllppe~ much too far from 'the .~si tion of J olui Adams who saw 

a liberal ec:tucation as providing "a hered! tary ardor for liberty and thirst for 

knOW' ledge"; or Thomas Jefferson who · saw liberal education as 'the essential basis 
I 

for a society whoee laws were "wisely formed·" ud ''best adm!mistered." Indeed to 

argue in economic terms about what should be externalities seems as distasteful 

as it is irrelevant; at least if we truly believe .that we have it in our power 

to produce someone who 'usti~!e~ the titl:e of an educated person. 
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1be liber&l arts college ought to represent the core of the culture in 

which we live. It ought not to revolve around pre-law~ p:re-meds • and pre-business • 

unless we believe that our modern 'society is no more than a collection of professions 

I would certainly not argue that the pre-professional concepts should not be 

examined nor ca!"eers seriously planned. While the definitions and nuances of a - ' 

liberal education are clearly almost as infinite as the meaning of a "liberal." 

few would deny that • as one unpacks the concept of a liberal education • we have 

moved from the vision of the liberal arts as the study of these subjects which 

"every ~ntleman ought to know" to include subjects and skills which enable us to 

be more humane and effective in 'this age of professionalism. --- .. - .. -:- - · . - - . . ···-- ·- -· 

Certainly a commitment . to liberal education does not mean that an institution 

should not evolve. The vision of liberal arts has indeed change~ ~amatically. 

The Day RepOrt at Yale in the 1820's saw liberal arts in America essentially as 

07 
' based on the trivium and quadrivium that had been the basis of classical education 

~ 
:;'::·· .. :' 
~~ 

·. . 
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in Europe since the Middle Ages. The elect! ve coming from Amherst. and 1110re 

importantly from Eliot's Harvard. and later the major from Lowell's Harvard trans-

formed the stn.acture of the liberal arts curriculum. Developments in society • 

developments in the vision of liberal arts institutions • but most importantly 

developments of new discipllnea,have had a prof~und effect on what we think of as 

l.iberal arts education . 

If one looks at Oxford in the 1850's it was wrestling with -an attempt to 

introduce new subjects such as history. The move was not greeted with enthusiasm 

by many. The broadsheets of the 1850 's make w~derful reading. History • it was 

said. is something a gentleman might well keep by his nigbtstancl. It was scarcely 

-
sui table mate~ial for an intellectual di.scipUne. "Is the matter sui table for · 

Education? Is it an exercise of the mind? Is it not better left till education 

is co~leted? Ia it not sufficiently attra~ive to assure a voluntary attention 
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to it? Is it a convenient subject for examination? Where .is the standard authol' 

llke 'nlucydides? If there is no standard author, .how are comparative merits of . . . . .. 
the candidates to be judged? Will it not supercede those subjects where a severer 

discipline is required?" 

Similar battles have been .fought throughout the past centuty. The highlight 

of ... the Inaug\11"42 ~ddress of Isaac Shal'pless, in 1887, was an announcement 'that 

the Board of Managers had agreed to the establishment of an English departmsnt -

a ·step w~il ~ead of its time. For many years. Hal"Vard and Yale hid the natuzoal 

scientists in special schools away from the libel'al arts - The Lawrence Scientific 
I . . 

School and The Sheffield Scientific School. When I was at Oxford sociology appeare 

nowheN in the curriculum; and even the new degree· in Polities, Philosophy and 

I " Eeonomi~ was regal'ded as risque. ·Yet 'that intellectual revolution, eharaetel'ized 

by Freud. that-begot the behaviOl'al sciences, had· alt'Oady added another dimension t 

the American concept of the liberal arts: bringing the understanding of what socie 

is and what it is not into the humane tl'adi tlQD. 

I give these. examples to attempt to explain what · I m_ean by · re_t~in~ng the llber 

~s and sciences as the core education in our society, whatever emphasis we put 

on that 'tt'adi tion. I do not mean ·to. ~eli ttle the professional schools in our 
. ·' 

universities, nor the vital work of the State ~d Community colleges. The liberal 

arts colleges, however, haw a peculiar responsibility in o~ society. We ·should 

resist vigorously the effort to pre-law • pre-medicine, pre-business, ·pre-~y'thing, 

if it means ceasing to educate. Even if we smiie .on that vision of the 

liberal arts which emphasizes the development of inner potential through some 

specific . . subject, we should not move too far from our cultural tradition. In the 

Haverfords of this world, we should resist Robert Hutchins' most famous example of 

the attack on t.h• liberal arts - the major in mobile homes • . 
' j 
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What· we aho\Ud not resist is 'organ!~ gztowth; ·and what we must at al.l.·· timea 

be willing to do is to be articulate ·.about tbe liberal_ arts. · ·we must he .in

. creas!ngly willing to re~state the philosophy underlying our commitment to 
...... · .. 

· education •. · In ~ the· lat~ •so~s -there was. a · danger-- 'nationwide- - · of· our losing -· · . . 

·any .sense of educational philosophy • any sense . of coherence in the lmdergratuata 

educational pattern. We h~e already resiled somewhat from that position; but we 

are going to need to be more articulate yet • and as we look to the fu~e • and as ... . 

we conside:o the problems that our students will be facing. we must be prepared to 

envisage what organic growth we can expect and what growth we should attempt to 

stimulate within the liberal arts. 
··-···- -- ------

While I am sure we should resist the pre-professional asaauits, we ought not 

to be afraid of t~aching those aspects of professional disciplines that come out 

of the intellectual traditions of the liberal arts • We ought to be thinking of 

ways we can best grcNp our- existing of~e~ngs • and nurture inter-disciplinary 

,....-\ and inter-departtmental programs. As we move to a society where culture is trans-

' ' 

\A~ 
~ 

. . . . . . 

mi tted in a way that may be somewhat different from our tradi tiona;l ways • we shauld 

be much more willing to consider the role of the performing and the visual arts in 

our liberal arts curriculum. 

We need to examine what kind of substance and·what··kind of skills, wi.ll equip our 

students to face an interdependent intemational society and a traMformed domestic 

•ociety . As we reach a stage where we can no longer think we are oDnipotent or 
--··-- ·-- ·--·- -· --·- -· -·- ·· .. 

Omnicompetent, . we have to learn the ability to analy~ pol:t~·.- Wheth~r there are 

· certain ways .or thinking, whether there a1"8 certain ways of communicating, whether_ 

there are some new aTcills 

increasingly integral part of the liberal· arts education., are questions which we 

should not be afraid to ask • 

.. 
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-We have also, I think • lost .much by packaging the life of the ·mind in the 

way we do. ·In the 18th eentul'y, when the American · college had .what we wo~ld 

now call a mandatory ·four-yea%'· curriculum, I am alarmed to note · that it was the 

task of a president • with some ·percept! ve ·lectul'es in the senior. year, to 

syntnesize the whole of lcnowledge for the undergraduate body. The last thing I'm 

·.::-Jtuggesting is that we revert ·to that ·frightening model, hut I would argue that 

we have lost somethi.ng by intervening developments. It was the utilitarian education< 

ref~rmers in England who substituted the examination, with its connotations. of 

educational ccmipetenc:e, for an extended period of study and ·exposure -to the classics 

and to ll terature. The examination made it feasible to package; and the packaged 

course made ·feasible a great egalitarian revolution in tertiary education in this 

country. 

Yet we have .. lost hy emphas.izing. packaging ~e-r synth;sis-: --whatthe ll brat~ ,.. 
now calls the "module" is a far cry from a ~gorous training in ~he classics. . I 

recollect at the time the so-called free universities flourished in the 60's when 

some of my colleagues were worried that the end of the world was at hand, feeling 

c:omfort_ed by reading the advertisement for one west coast free university offering 

courses in Revolution I and Revolution II, Gtieri-lla Tactics I azi'd Guerilla .Tactis II. 

It seemed that the pac:lcaging mentality of the American university already was 

stranglln_g wha~ the radical movement thought of as its intellectual voice . Yet it 

would he equally tre.gic if we allowed pac:lcaging to stifle the liberal arts • by . · 

·assuming it was _not our constant responsibility to offer an education which bore. some 

resemblance to a well-planned gastronomical repast rather than some pre-packaged 

smorgasbord. 

· It ia olwiously not realistic to pretend that we don't have to do some packaging 

I suspect that even in aD intimate setting· ~e Haverford • the idea . of a comprehensi V1 

education leading to c:mly one set of examinations at the end of the three or four

te!"'D period - still the dominant tradition at Oxford -:- is totally unrealistic. 

··------ -·-·--~_...~- ...................... , _ 
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But even the hint : that we can learn all we need to ~ow in a certain number of weeks 

· and a certain nUJii)er of hours undermines the con~t of the liberal education • ... 
· Indeed, it Undermines to some eXtent, the concept of education altogether. Haverford 

already has mot'e f~exibillty than most with its pl'Ograms of individual study; yet we 

·may need to do more to break the intellectual· formalism of a four-year undergraduate 

program made up of apparently. self-contained units • ... 

It is with these kinds of issues, with the flexibility and freedom we have 
I 

at this institution, that Haverford needs at all times to be concerned. If we can 

Nfine and strengthen what is good, stimulate organic growth and avoid the ginmiclc ;_ 

if we make an honest effort to distinguish between innovation and improvement, we 

shall have made a major' contl'ibution to liberal arts education • · 

Many of the gurus .. of higher educatloa _ha;; Chosen to vOic~ -·skepticism about the 

survival of the liberal arts college • . _I, howev81',, would argue that a liberal arts 

~i · education is best. developed within the context of the liberal arts college. : The 
~!.. · --·- - ·- • - • • • ... - - . • · - ··- • • . • • - - . ••• 

liberal arts colleges after all, are one of the major contributions of American' 

higher education - perhaps on this occasion you will allow me to claim them as 

the majw American .contribution to higher education. There are undoubtedly, in the -- / .. 

university context many interesting ·experiments to be conducted by linking the 
. . -

professional schools and the undergraduate schools. The State and Community Colleges 

of this country have responded to state and local needs in a remarkable way. Yet 
·--- - ·--·---·- " -· -· · • - - .. _, , t •. -··-t. · ·····-· - . . _ .. __ __ . __ _ -·- - · ·- .. _ ,_ .. ____ _ 

., 
,. ·"· 

only in the· liberal arts college can the value of a liberal arts education be . 

e~ectively tested; and I am arrogant enough to believe that what we achieve at 
· :. 

Haverford may offer a model not only· for other liberal arts colleges but also for 

larger institutions where the liberal arts have to compete .for 1'8soU1'Ces and 

__ !tt~~~!c:!l! l!ith gradua~e and _pl'Ofesaiona:a- schools~ 

All this becomes more relevant because we are in the midst of an academic 

recession, or perhaps the word sh~uld be depl'ession. Higher education today 

reaemblas::the situaticn of the coal mines in the 1930 •s or 1950's~ . This year 
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our high schools graduated some 3 mi~on, 100 thousand students • Five years 
. . .. . 

hence they'll graduate 2 million, 600 thousand. By 1985 we shall need l5\ fewer . . 
~ . 

places in higher edueation. A few years later, we may ne.ed 20:..25\ fewer places 

in. higher education than we have today. When Hugh Borton g&\'e his .inaugural in 

the 1950 's• one of his ·concerns was· where· ·"the profes~ors of the 1960's and 

1970 1s would come from? In the 1980's a vi tal question is h01or shall we re-train . . . 

our unemployed Ph.D.'s and our redundant professors1 It's a sad reflection on our 

society, but if all our graduate schools closed for five years, at least in the arts , 

human! ties and social ·sciences s we sbould still have no shortage of teachers in 
: .. .. :• " 

higher education. If the majority of our graduate schools never reopened, we would 
... 

still have . no shortage of professors until the '1990 's and even then. that demand wou~ 

' 
be depen~nt on ~ signifi~t shift in the bi.Jwth rate. 

Cer~ainly aince Hugh ~rton 's inaug_urol, dramatic ·things have happened in the 

world of higher ed';lcation. Much of what is written about the maintenance of the 

private colleges and universities may be dismissed as self-serving_ publicity, 'yet 

there is an important truth in the need to retain ·independent higher education in 

. a highly- cetitrallzed society~ .' Yet its s~ val is far less certain than it 'Once was . 

. · Twenty-five years ago, the-majority-of unive;sity· and college . students were in 

.. private institutions. ··Today, it is a distinct 1Dinority. · Twenty;o.-five. years ago we 

were not · in the situation .we ·are today, ·where many of our leading private universitie . 
receive between one~third and one-half of their income from the Federal gcwernment. 

Twenty-five years ago, it would have been unthinkable that · the Congress would have 

made the .demands of private higher education .. it made in the recent medical manpower 

legislatioo. A Congress which prcwides more than·-three-quarters of the budget of 

some medical schools, h01orever, is inevitably going to be callous about what it 

perceJ. ves ~_~e. ~s~e points of ~cademie fN!dom llJce the admission of students • 

. -. . .. , .. .. .· 
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I'm not ~oro one· moment . suggesting that it is inappropriate for the Federal govern-

· t:JSnt to ~-upporot so1r1e aap~~ts of .... ~search•· · Federoal. schol~hip aid has become an 

integral part of all our existences. Yet· one of the greatest assets that independent 

institutions, and particularly colleges lllce Haverford. have, is that we can afford 

't~ reap th~ llnd::t~~ federo~ . b~_!l~~i_ta__::w~ ~h~~ becoming_ . ~ependent . ~ ~ashington, ···In this 

sens_e, liberal art colleges have a · groea~ . advant~ge even oveJ:' our great proi vate 
.. ' • 

universities. In this context we are the best example _of the truly independent 

sectoJ:' in higheJ:' education. If one is cancemed about pX'ivate higher education, 

the fate of- Haverford and Bro-;n MaW%' will · be significant. 

That is why I see as exciting and stimulating the prospect of studyi~g and 

re-thinking the evolving liberal arts education. It is clea%' that the changes 

which wil.l emerge will occur in a context v~ry different from those which bigheJ:' 

education has expeX'ienced duJ:'ing the last 25 yem. Not all liberal. arts colleges 

will survive. Inde!!d many may fall by the wayside. The determining facto%' may 
. . 

. ~eil be. the issue of what . will be rega!'ded U arclid~-,- taking the College .. Out Of' 

the mainstream of higher education and as ultimately out of ~he real futuzoe of 

American society, and what will be regarded as ~~-ti~-~~~e~- and distj.~_~ive. - . . . - . - - - .. . -- . .. . . .. ... 

What is cleely distinctive and not azochaic . is the Quake%' tradi ti,on of . 

intellectual integrity at Haverlord ~llege. The UDivers~ty of Vermont uses on 

the cover of its catalog the MUP statement on · academic freedom. We use the 

equally powerful statement fl'om Isaac Sharpless, where he called upon the College 

to ''prt;ach truth and do X'ighteousness. · FoJ:' yoU%' consciences and your judgments 

we have not sought to bind; and see you to it that no other institution, no 

poll tical party, no social circle • no religious organization, no pet ambitions 

put such chains on you as would tempt you to sacrifice one iota of the moral 

freedom of your consciences or 'the- intellectual freedom of your judgments." 
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Indeed, it ·ia no exaggeration to _say that intellectual integclty !11 the 

searching out 'of truth wherever it may lead, coupled with the realization that 
.~ 

the only way to defeat an idea is to produce ·a better one • :represents the con. 

of the westem liberal intellectual tradition. It was this traditio~ of 

- . 
intellectualism which so impNssed Voltaire in his analysis · of the Qual<e%'5 in 

. . 

his ... ''Letters Conceming the English Na~ion." Moreover, if I may be it>Nverant 

for a moment, and contrast this tradition with the Congi'egational tNdition of 

Connecticut colony. may I remind you that it was the leade%'5 of Yale College 

who fOZ'eed tba Connecticut legislature to pass legislation· in the eighteenth centUI'Y 

banning· the•works by. Quaket'S· and Adamites . : ·In:tellectual·censorship of any\ .fo:rm, is 

something totally allen to the Quaker tradition. 

TheN is • of course, another aspect to the Quaker tl'adi tion which not only 

cementa it in the center of liberal tt'adi tion but puts it in the foreft'ont of 

the concer'DS of highe!' education today. There was an . ar.rogant period in the 

sixties when at least in some of the social sciences, to a limited extent even 

in the human! ties • and in a rather different kind of way in the natul'al sciences, 

the:re was a vogue of what might be called value-free empirical research. Theo

ret~cal model-building claimed to be UDNlated to pN-existing v:alues. These 

: are positions from which most sophisticated aehola%'5 have· rapidly t~etreated. 

The ecmcem with v~uea. t:he ·concem with ethics, the concern with the implications 

of scientific development have now once more taken their rightful preeminence • 

That too is in the Quaker tradi ticm. 

· _It is tl'Ue that intellectuals have never 'felt entirely happy about the 

articulation of values, at least in the Anglo-American tl'adi ticm. Intellectuals 

were as hol'l'lfied· by John Stuart Mill's posthumous essay ''rhe!sm"• u they were 

by Pascal 'a belief in the miracle of the holy thom. I think, however. sophisticate 
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intellectuals today· woUld share the reasoning Ot Cyril Radcliffe • who may in 

retrospect • come to be regarded u the moat sophisticated jUrist of the Twentieth ,... ·. 

Century: "There vas a time ••• when I believe that. a ~ possessed a separate 

intellectual or logical power, his reasoning faculty. in~pendent of his powers 

or disciplines, and that it was his highest duty as a man to accord predom.iilance to 
... ·. 

that power. • • That belief bas not pers$.sted with me. It seems to me that thinlcing 

is a function of the whole of one 's personal! ty, with· all the interplay of emotion 
. . 

and experiences that in tima claim and recei w recognition from one's reason, so 
• 

that reason .either becomes a term so comprehensive that it eubraces everything 

that conditicma one's thoughts or else remains an isolated analytic and deduc~ive 

faculty - which does not in pract~ce· determine by any means all one 'a opinions 

or vie~ . " It is encouraging to note that even a lawyer can leam. . . 
I have already leamed, although not yet completely by any m!uma fully . 

grasped. what strength the tradition of Quaker values has i1n9arted to this college. . . 
The dead weight of tradition at ot~er colleges may slow their response to the 

. . . -
challenges and opportunities the last years of the century will bring~ ·- Haverford's 

distinction will be ·assured if we are able to linlc academic excellence ·with our 

historical tradition: iibat Rufus Jones called the "Invisible College" - "that 

viewless atructUN of solid ideals, aims • aspirations, standards of scholarship 

anc! passion for sincere! ty, truth and honesty which have always characterized 

this co~ge . " 

The ccace:m for individuals, far academic excellence, for moral grovth that 

are the aim of the invisible college will not, however, be nurtured by mere tallc. 

Platitudes - though they may provide a balanced diet for lawyers and educators -

will not suffice. As Quakers have continually bome witness to what ought to be. 

so muat this :college. As the same tradition ~as led ·its exponents to exp"ss 

their beliefs in action; so muat this College . The "Invisible College" will be 
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: ·~ and the way we as a college.~ct~ H&~r.ford _must transmit values by exampU-

fi~aticm, not only in the clusroom, but in the decisions that ,as a college 1 we . . . 

will make about our future course of action. . . 

Speaking now as an official member of this coumnmity, I hope you will grant 
.. 

me the liberty of speaking frankly to you ·em this occasion - as I know ·you will 

not hesitate to speak to me on miiDY others • 

I do not believe that Haverford · has been true to ! ts ''structure of solid 

ideals" in the matter of diversity - a word which in the Haverford context -can 

mean many things but which seems to signify _ a desire to create .a college which in 

its composition. and curriculum both reflects and prepares OUr students for the 
l; 

disparate yet increasingly interdependent ·world outside • We . have sought, and 

still seek to achieve, diversity thro~gh attracting more . members of minorities 

to the community, through the achnis::aion of women as transfer students directly 

to Haverford College 1 and through our expanding cooperation witq Bryn Mawr College. 

In the area Of inC!'!S&aing the number of mi_nori ty members on ~r campuS~- all of 

us - stwients • faculty 1 administration and staff as well as the Board of Managers -

have agreed em what oug!lt to be, _and· indeed some progress has been made. Our 

resources may well not perm! t us to do everything we would like. but have we 

achieved all we should? Have l!e acted with the speed and··resolution which the 

tradition of expressing our beliefs in action would seem to require? Haverford 

does not have a worse record· than many other colleges • but the stmdard of comparison . 
f:iUSt be within our own college --the visible with the invisible·. By that stern 

, 
standard I fear we hwe some distance to go before we ·can be comfortable wi-th our 

own traditions. 

In the last two years, Haverford has became more diverse· by creat~g a more 

f\llly coeducaticoal environment through ·the admission of ·women to the college. · 
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· .. This is in keeping both with nation~ t~nds and with the realization that 

single -~ex ~choola are histOl'ically ·a manifestation of sexism in OUl' society~ 

While Haverford does not yet a~:t women to t~e freshman class • such a course 

·of ·action may be logical development. Indeed. the Board of M.anagers last spring 

stated that ''the present status of coeducation · at Haverford is not an appropriate. 

sQlution • " 

The discussion of the appropriate solution. too. must be consonant with our 

"solid ideals.'' As I have become more ~cquainted with the discussion of the past, 

it has been encouraging to see that much of the debate has been on solid educational 

and ethical bases, but I was disappointed to find so much recent attention has been 

devoted to the "is" of economic necessity • and applicant pools, rather than the 
. . 

"ought" of how this college should conduct itself toward women as individuals and 
1: ' - . . . 

thew !'Ole. in today,•s:~ society . In 1848, non-:Quakers were admitted to Haverford -

as the curNnt college catalog baldly admi ta - for financial reasons • · What would 

be the lessons to be• drawn frOJD such an example today? Would they truly nurture , . 

the invisible college? When the discuss.ion of admitting freshmen. women resumes, 

we should again consider first the moral and educational concerns involved. Only 

.~!ln. ~ill ~e. be true . to our traditions • 

J 

·- .. Much Of the -progrress . in diversity of curric:u.lum and envirozulll!lnt in· recent . 

years hu been achieved through ' our cooperation with Bryn Mawr College • I believe 
. .. 

we have established an appropriate institutional framework to shape our relation

ship &8 we proceed to build a strong two-collage re·la'tiouhip .; ·: .. There-' have been a 
few unqualcerly moments in our past history • but I believe the two-college agreement ·. . 

of 1977 bas already put us on a. better footing. Today each college is free to 

pursue ita distinctive missioo with due regard for the other institution's needs. 

and differences • 

I would hope that our cooperation wUl become closer. Our programs are already 
I 

coordinated. we cooperate on appointments • and·. we may well have a need for further 

cooperation in academic planning, with respect to facilities, administration and 

eveD ~!ainsr: of resources. Can we find wavs to 4rav closer to~tether. yet prese!"Ve 
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· · ._ ·_. ·: ·'.the differences which lllllke the two-co~ege re~tionship so stimulating?. Can we 

\._./ · . ·both be free to act. aa we each see o\11!' specific missions yet remain committed 

' . 

. ,. : . .. · . . - . .... . . . 
to our CODIIIIOD hture? The maintenance of that creative tension between individual 

freedom and concern far the ~ty would exemplify much that is the best in 

our tradi tioos • 

•In our continuing search for diversity we will, of course, depend on Bryn 

Mawr College, but .. I would hope that we could look, too, to our relationship with . ~ -Swaxrthmore Col1ege and the University of Pennsylvania. Swarthmore shal'es much 

in outlook and educational philosophy with Bryn Mawr and Haverford; the University 

of Pennsylvania offers a richness of dis~ipllnes and ~erience that the three 

colleges cannot ·.match. W. .y· well, as a group~ develop an academic enterprise . 

. ' 

which is stronger and more effectiYe than .the Claremont Colleges or the five 

college and university group in the Connecticut Valley. 
. . 

If we are able,to achieYe that I have no doubt about the profound effects an 

American higher education. 

That is what milbt be . .. :I will try to moYe toward the future - wh&tever it 

holds -with &" firm COZIDid.tment to examine what ought to be for Haverford. If, 

in the next fev ·years. I can play some role in sb~!ng·.thel·liber&l ~~ at· 

Haverford to include the changing pattema of h\!Di~D kDowledge and needs without 

sacrificing &e:&demic excellence, if I can play some role in assuring that the 

invisible collage stands liON firmly than ever behind our decisions in all areas 

r4 campus life,. than. I hope you feel that you made ' an appropriate choice. 

I should ~· .to thank _the Board of Managers and the College c_o1DIIIW1ity for 

the honor it ·haS done me, . and ·I should liJce to thank each one of you "for attending 

today. 

Robert Stevens 


